POCKET
CHANGE
IT'S TIME FOR A
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"It’s a truth universally acknowledged that a pocket
that is too small is a useless pocket indeed."
- Elizabeth Bennet, Pride & Prejudice

Executive Summary
Brand equity has been the lowest in six years with an estimated overall
loss of market share by 12% and a 22% decline in sales revenue. We are a
major fashion and homewares retailer with an established national brand
presence, however it seems that people have forgotten about us.

This requires a strategy that will DISRUPT and bring us
BACK into the FOREFRONT of consumer's minds when
making purchase decisions. This means creating a
national presence that cannot be ignored through the
use of traditional media.
Pocket Change is an opportunity for consumers to rally behind fashion
inequality for women so that they will then in-turn rally behind our brand.

THE BIG (SMALL) PROBLEM
His

Hers
WOMEN'S POCKETS ARE
48% SMALLER ON AVERAGE
COMPARED TO MEN'S
ONLY 10% OF WOMEN'S JEANS CAN FIT AN AVERAGE
FEMALE HAND. BY COMPARISON, UP TO 95% OF MEN'S
JEANS WILL FIT A MALE HAND.
AND THAT'S ONLY IF YOU'RE LUCKY TO EVEN FIND
POCKETS - REAL POCKETS. NOT THE BLAZERS WHERE
YOU GO TO STICK YOUR HANDS IN BUT THEN YOU'RE
STUNG BY THE 'FAUX POCKET'.

SOURCE: THE INDEPENDENT (UK) 2018

Insight

"2 OUT OF 3 CONSUMERS MAKE BUYING DECISIONS
BASED ON A BRAND'S POSITION ON SOCIAL OR
POLITICAL ISSUES" - BOF 2019, IN BRANDS WE TRUST

OPPORTUNITY
Shoppers want to feel like they're being HEARD. In 2020, the client will launch a line that showcases a
thoughtful and functional collection of garments that feature pockets. Let's get the women of Australia
fired up and rallying behind the need for pockets, rallying behind OUR BRAND. This campaign lends itself to
natural PR opportunities by sparking a national conversation and bringing us back into the forefront of
consumer's minds.
The absence of pockets is not an unfamiliar pain nor is it NEW. It may seem trivial, however, a 48%
discrepancy in pocket size between the genders is not an accident, it is a construct of inequality.

In today's age, pockets should be the ONLY gap that we try to widen on behalf
of all women. This is our chance to stand for change. This is Pocket Change.

Target Audience
FOR WOMEN, 25-49 YEARS, WHO FACE
THE DAILY “JUGGLE”
Busy Australian females who go from their offices to catching up with
friends, to doing a grocery run and then filling up the car. They’re always
on the go and often have a million things on their minds… and in their
hands. Phone, keys, wallet, keepcup - it's a daily juggle.
They have a steady income and enjoy splurging a little here and there and
believe in investing in timeless and long-lasting products. They get fired up
about the social issues and injustice. And like so many women before them,
they are ECSTATIC when they find an outfit with pockets.

Bringing it to life
TANGIBLE SHOCK FACTOR
AND PRINT EXECUTION
Cause a stir within the community
through a phased campaign that
highlights the need for a pocket
change.
This idea will be brought to life through
a series of experiential magazine print
executions that challenges readers to
pick up their phone and see if they can
fit it over the pockets.

SOURCE: THE INDEPENDENT (UK) 2018

Translating shock factor to customer loyalty
Pocket Change isn’t a short-term transactional campaign. It is a defining moment in Australian
retail that gives our brand a strong, meaningful purpose and platform. It's a movement.

The Collection
Release an exclusive
range of dresses, skirts
and pants that feature
well-sized pockets

Pocket Surprise
In each pocket of a purchased
garment, a special surprise
message card will be waiting
for customers to find. And we
know they’ll find it!

Sharing The Love & Repeat Customers
A card like this gives customers a reason to
share the brand love online and during backyard
barbecues - tapping into those feel-good
factors in an authentic way to help generate
repeat and referred sales.

AGENCY TASK BRIEF
Spark a national conversation on the shortcomings of
pockets in order to encourage consumers to rally behind
the cause and therefore the brand that is spearheading
the charge.
1) Creative Design: Create compelling visual pattern
disruptions to showcase pocket inequality.

Phase 1

Get Australians thinking about the
problem to help drive awareness and
consideration.

Phase 2

2) Media Campaign: Plan and implement a phased
campaign that touches Australians at every step of the
funnel:

Release a clothing line with pockets
and demonstrate commitment to the
cause, thereby inspiring action.

BUDGET & DELIVERY

MANDATORIES & CONSIDERATIONS

TONE OF VOICE &
KEY MESSAGE

OBJECTIVE

KPIs

What's our goal?

Measures of success

Open, direct & authentic
“Pocket Change” signals to
Australia that we stand for
something important. Let’s get
real with Australians.

Develop a campaign approach across EOFY including a
loyalty program incentive
Build mass reach with consideration to short term sales
activation coupled with long term brand equity build
Regain market share against competitors

30% increase in sales revenue
25% increase in market share

STRATEGY ON A PAGE
1) MASS REACH WITH
CONSIDERATION
Galvanise
Create a compelling connection with
women through a story about Pocket
inequality.
Present the facts
Women's pockets are
48% smaller on average
compared to men's
Create shock and conversation
about the PROBLEM
"I knew our pockets were small but I
didn't know they were THAT much
smaller. What! I can't even fit my phone"

Demonstrate your SOLUTION
to the problem
A dedicated range of clothing that
feature real and deep pockets that help
solve the daily 'juggle'.

2) SALES ACTIVATION & REGAIN
MARKET SHARE
Inspire ACTION
Encourage consumers to rally behind
the CAUSE and therefore rally behind
the BRAND through the sale of your
products that now live with impactful
purpose.

3) LONGER TERM BRAND EQUITY
AND LOYALTY
Encourage Social Sharing and Repeat
Purchases
Tap into the feel-good factor by rewarding
customers with a 10% donation from sales to
women-led enterprises. Customers can find
these donation cards in the pockets of their
garment. This is an opportunity to create highly
shareable EARNED media when someone shares
this on their social media (referred sales).

